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The brain receives information about the direction of object motion from several types of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). On-Off direction-
selective (DS) RGCs respond preferentially to stimuli moving quickly in one of four directions and provide a significant (but difficult to
quantify) fraction of RGC input to the SC. On DS RGCs, in comparison, respond preferentially to stimuli moving slowly in one of three
directions and are thought to only target retinorecipient nuclei comprising the accessory optic system, e.g., the medial terminal nucleus
(MTN).

To determine the fraction of SC-projecting RGCs that exhibit direction selectivity, and the specificity with which On-Off and On DS
RGCs target retinorecipient areas, we performed optical and electrophysiological recordings from RGCs retrogradely labeled from the
mouse SC and MTN. We found, surprisingly, that both On-Off and On DS RGCs innervate the SC; collectively they constitute nearly 40%
of SC-projecting RGCs. In comparison, only On DS RGCs project to the MTN. Subsequent experiments revealed that individual On DS
RGCs innervate either the SC or MTN and exhibit robust projection-specific differences in somatodendritic morphology, cellular excit-
ability, and light-evoked activity; several projection-specific differences in the output of On DS RGCs correspond closely to differences in
excitatory synaptic input the cells receive. Our results reveal a robust projection of On DS RGCs to the SC, projection-specific differences
in the response properties of On DS RGCs, and biophysical and synaptic mechanisms that underlie these functional differences.
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Introduction
Distinct neural circuits enable appropriate behavioral responses
to different sensory modalities and distinct characteristics of a
given sensory modality. In the visual system, for example, neu-
rons in separate nuclei govern distinct aspects of sensorimotor
behavior. Classic work established the sufficiency and necessity of
activity in the SC for rapid, ballistic (“saccadic”) eye movements
(for review, see Wurtz and Albano, 1980; Sparks and Mays, 1990).
Separate experiments established a critical role for the nuclei
comprising the accessory optic system for moving the eyes
smoothly in the direction opposite slow, global visual motion (for
review, see Simpson, 1984).

The distinct behavioral roles of the SC and accessory optic
system are thought to reflect, at least in part, differences in the
visual input these areas receive from the retina. In most verte-
brates (with the notable exception of primates; Perry et al., 1984,

Perry and Cowey, 1984), a large number and diversity of RGCs
innervate the SC (for review, see Berson, 2008). Accessory optic
system nuclei, in comparison, receive input only from RGCs that
respond preferentially to stimuli moving in one of several pre-
ferred directions, i.e., direction-selective (DS) RGCs (Barlow and
Hill, 1963; Barlow et al., 1964; Oyster, 1968; Oyster and Barlow,
1967).

DS RGCs have traditionally been divided into two types based
on their somatodendritic morphology, response properties,
and/or axonal projections. On DS RGCs exhibit large, monos-
tratified dendritic trees, respond preferentially to slow image mo-
tion in one of three directions, and project largely, if not entirely,
to the accessory optic system (Oyster et al., 1980; Buhl and Peichl,
1986; Amthor et al., 1989). On-Off DS RGCs, in comparison,
exhibit small, bistratified dendritic trees; respond preferentially
to rapid visual motion in one of four directions; and innervate the
SC among other structures (for review, see Vaney et al., 2012).
Recent evidence indicates that On-Off DS RGCs can also inner-
vate nuclei in and adjacent to the accessory optic system (Kay et
al., 2011, Dhande et al., 2013).

Expression of fluorescent proteins in subsets of mouse RGCs
has both clarified and raised a number of questions about the
specificity with which RGCs in general, and DS RGCs in partic-
ular, convey information to the brain (for review, see Dhande and
Huberman, 2014). For example, while it is clear that many On-
Off DS RGCs innervate the SC, the fraction of SC-projecting
RGCs that exhibit direction selectivity (or any other particular
functional property) has been difficult to determine. Likewise, it
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remains unclear to what extent the SC receives input from RGCs
that are thought to target other retinorecipient areas, e.g., On DS
RGCs. To resolve these ambiguities we characterized and com-
pared the somatodendritic morphology, membrane excitability,
and light-evoked synaptic inputs and action potential output of
RGCs retrogradely labeled from the SC and MTN.

Materials and Methods
Animals and surgical procedures. Experiments were performed on 5- to
12-week-old C57BL/6J mice of either sex. All procedures were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Janelia Re-
search Campus.

We used stereotaxic injection of adeno-associated virus (AAV), fluo-
rescent latex microspheres (LumaFluor, DiI (Life Technologies), or
fluorophore-conjugated cholera toxin (List Biological Laboratories) to
retrogradely label RGCs from the SC and MTN. AAV 2.1 viral vectors
were obtained from the Penn vector core and the Janelia Research Cam-
pus’ molecular biology facility; the virus drove expression of GCaMP6f
under the control of the human synapsin promoter. Stereotaxic coordi-
nates for SC injections were as follows: 0 – 0.2 mm rostral from lambda,
0.3– 0.7 mm lateral from the midline, and 0.9 –1.2 mm deep from the pial
surface. We targeted the caudal half of the SC to avoid labeling RGCs
innervating the nucleus of the optic tract and/or posterior pretectal nu-
cleus. Coordinates targeting the MTN were as follows: 1–1.25 mm rostral
to lambda, 0.8 –1.1 mm lateral to the midline, and �4.4 – 4.9 mm deep
below the pial surface. We injected 25–75 nl of beads or virus at each site.

Mice were dark adapted overnight �2 d after stereotaxic injection of
beads or �21 d after viral injections. The next morning animals were
killed via cervical dislocation; this and all subsequent procedures were
performed under infrared (�900 nm) illumination. The eyes were dis-
sected and stored in a light-tight container in bicarbonate-buffered Ames
solution (Sigma-Aldrich) equilibrated with carbogen (95% O2, 5%
CO2). The cornea, lens, and vitreous were removed mechanically from
each eye. Subsequently, a section of the eye cup was cut with a scalpel
blade and the retina separated from the pigment epithelium. The retina
was placed ganglion cell side up on a piece of filter paper (Anodisc13;
Whatman); this filter paper was secured to a glass-bottomed recording
chamber via grease. The retina was secured to the filter paper via nylon
wires stretched across a platinum scaffold. Warm (30 –34°) equili-
brated Ames solution perfused the recording chamber at a rate of �6
ml/min; light-evoked responses were weaker and/or unstable at lower
perfusion rates.

Light stimuli and data collection. Stimuli were specified via custom
software (written in openGL by Anthony Leonardo and Calin Culineau)
and generated via a customized DMD projector (DepthQ; InFocus) with
a refresh rate of 120 Hz. The output of the DMD 1280 � 780 array was
delivered to the recording chamber via a dichroic mirror placed beneath
the condenser lens of an upright microscope (Zeiss); each pixel was �1
�m 2. The light source, a broad-spectrum white LED (SugarCUBE; Na-
thaniel Group), was attenuated by neutral density filters; during optical
recordings, the light source was short-pass filtered (�475 nm; Edmund
Optics) to avoid corrupting detection of fluorescent signals emitted by
GCaMP6f. The intensity of the light stimulus at 100% contrast was �3 �
10 6 photons/�m 2/s.

Fluorescence was generated and captured via multiphoton excitation
fluorescence laser-scanning microscopy (Ultima; Prairie Technologies).
The Ti:sapphire laser (Ultra II; Coherent) was tuned to 910 nm
(GCaMP6f) or 880 nm (beads). The laser intensity was modulated by a
Pockels Cell (Conoptics); laser intensity at the preparation was �10 mW.
We captured full-field frames (64 � 64 pixels) at 10 Hz via a 40� objec-
tive with an optical zoom factor of 4. Under these circumstances each
pixel subtended 1.16 �m 2. As in other investigations of the retina using
multiphoton excitation (Briggman and Euler, 2011; Briggman et al.,
2011), we imaged from �100 �m 2 regions of space, i.e., areas of space
equivalent to, or smaller, than that of the visual stimulus. Retinal photo-
receptors are orders of magnitude less sensitive to �900 nm light than
visible wavelengths; nonetheless, as reported previously (Euler et al.,
2009; Borghuis et al., 2011), scanning of the laser produced measurable

responses in RGCs in the absence of any visual stimuli that persisted for
5–15 s. Therefore, we presented visible stimuli only after this laser-
induced activity subsided.

Cell-attached (or “loose-seal”) and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings
were performed with pipettes fabricated from thin-wall borosilicate glass
(Sutter). For cell-attached recordings we filled the pipettes (4 – 8 M�)
with Ames solution. The internal solution for whole-cell voltage-clamp
recordings contained the following (in mM): 112.5 CsMeSO4, 10 HEPES,
10 EGTA, 4 MgATP, 0.5 NaGTP, 1 MgSO4, 5 QX-314, and 0.25 Alexa 594
or 488. Whole-cell current-clamp recordings were performed with an
internal solution containing the following (in mM): 134 K-gluconate, 7
KCl, 10 HEPES, 2 MgCl2, 2 MgATP; 0.4 NaGTP, and 10 Na-
phosphocreatine. Electrophysiological signals were amplified and then
low-pass filtered at 3–5 KHz (Multiclamp 700B; Molecular Devices).
Data were digitized at 10 kHz (ITC-18; HEKA) and saved to disk
via custom, open-source software (Symphony; https://github.com/
Symphony-DAS/symphony/).

Data analysis. Analyses of light-evoked responses were performed via
procedures written in MATLAB (The MathWorks). Light-evoked re-
sponses were aligned to stimulus onset via measurement (with a photo-
diode) of a signal that changed with each frame. ROIs for each cell were
drawn manually from the maximal projection intensity fluorescence im-
age and/or the cross-correlation of time-varying fluorescence signals
elicited by light stimuli. The background fluorescence ( F) and the change
in fluorescence (�F ) were calculated separately for each epoch. Average
ROI responses reflected the mean signal elicited by three to five repeti-
tions of the same stimulus. For electrophysiological responses, spikes
times, once aligned to the time of stimulus onset, were used to generate a
spike density function. A robust measure of direction selectivity was
computed as the vector sum of responses (to stimuli moving in eight
different directions) normalized by the scalar sum of responses. The
amplitude of normalized vector sum length (NVSL) varies between 0 and
1 and the angle of the NVSL defined the preferred direction of each cell.

Analysis of somatodendritic morphology was performed in Neuron-
Studio (Dumitriu et al., 2011). Dendritic area was calculated as the area
of the surface created by linking dendrite extremities of each recon-
structed model neuron. To quantify the degree to which dendrites were
organized asymmetrically about the soma, we first weighted each point of
the tree model by the distance of dendrites it represents (i.e., length of
vector n � 1 to n points), then calculated the NVSL for all soma to point
vectors. This index is 0 for a cell with dendrites arranged radially sym-
metric about soma 1 if all points fell along a single vector.

Results
We used two complementary techniques to characterize RGCs
projecting to a known retinorecipient area. To assay the stimulus-
evoked responses of many RGCs in parallel we combined
projection-specific expression of the fluorescent Ca 2	-sensitive
indicator GCaMP6f (Chen et al., 2013) with multiphoton excita-
tion laser-scanning fluorescence microscopy (for review, see Svo-
boda and Yasuda, 2006). To characterize the functional and
morphological properties of individual RGCs, we performed cell-
attached and/or whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from cells
labeled via retrograde transport of fluorescent dyes.

Functional properties of retinal input to the SC
Our first approach to characterizing RGCs targeting a specific
downstream area exploited the observation that stereotaxic injec-
tion of standard AAV into one of several retinorecipient nuclei
led to robust infection of RGCs. The RGCs shown on the right side of
Figure 1A, for example, were infected following injection of AAV
coding for GCaMP6f into the SC.

To characterize the responses of many SC-projecting RGCs
simultaneously, we measured GCaMP6f-mediated fluorescent
signals triggered by a variety of light stimuli, e.g., 50 – 400 �m
diameter spots of light on a dark background (Fig. 1B). The re-
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producibility and large amplitude of GCaMP6f-mediated re-
sponses measured via multiphoton excitation microscopy—
regularly �100% increases in fluorescence over background (�F/
F)—facilitated identification of RGCs that responded at light
onset (On), offset (Off), and onset and offset (On-Off; Fig. 1B1).
In addition to identifying the absolute and relative location of
RGCs with specific functional properties (Fig. 1B2), this ap-

proach enabled a robust measure of the
fraction of SC-projecting RGCs in these
(and other) functional classes—a mea-
surement that has been difficult, if not im-
possible, to make to date. We found, for
example, that �1/3, �1/4, and �1/4 of
SC-projecting RGCs exhibited On, Off,
and On-Off characteristics, respectively [Fig.
1B3; �15% exhibited no responses (NR)].

Stimulus-evoked changes in GCaMP6f
fluorescence also facilitated identification
of RGCs that responded preferentially to a
100-�m-thick, 200 �m long bar moving
in a particular direction, i.e., DS RGCs
(for review, see Vaney et al., 2012). We
found, as expected, that a substantial frac-
tion of SC-projecting On-Off RGCs ex-
hibited much greater responses to a spot
moving 400 �m/s in one (“preferred”) di-
rection relative to the same spot moving
in the opposite (“null”) direction (Fig.
1C). The preferred directions of On-Off
cells in a given piece of retina were ap-
proximately equally distributed between
one of four directions (separated by �90°;
Fig. 1C2, black vectors).

To our surprise, we also found SC-
projecting On DS RGCs (Fig. 1C2,C3);
this result was unexpected because On DS
RGCs are thought to target retinorecipi-
ent nuclei in the accessory optic system
exclusively (Simpson et al., 1979; Oyster et
al., 1980; Buhl and Peichl, 1986; Yonehara
et al., 2008; Dhande et al., 2013).

One possibility is that the retrogradely
labeled On DS RGCs are simply those that
innervate retinorecipient nuclei lying ros-
tral and ventral to the SC, e.g., the nucleus
of the optic tract (NOT) and/or dorsal ter-
minal nucleus (DTN). We think this is
unlikely for several reasons. First, all injec-
tions were targeted to the caudal, medial
half of the SC to avoid retrogradely label-
ing RGCs innervating nuclei that lie ros-
tral, ventral, and lateral to the SC. Second,
while On DS RGCs innervating the NOT/
DTN are thought to prefer motion in one
(Simpson, 1984) or potentially two direc-
tions (Kay et al., 2011; Dhande et al.,
2013), On DS RGCs retrogradely labeled
from the SC were tuned to at least three
preferred directions (Fig. 1C2). Third,
RGCs expressing GFP in the Hoxd10:GFP
transgenic mouse densely innervate the
NOT/DTN but not the SC (Dhande et al.,
2013); more importantly, GFP-positive

On-Off RGCs, but not GFP-positive On RGCs, are retrogradely
labeled from the SC in this transgenic mouse (Dhande et al.,
2013).

What other factors could influence/bias the results shown in
Figure 1? We know that Ca 2	-sensitive fluorophores like
GCaMP6f provide an indirect, filtered measure of neural activity;
moreover, the 910 nm laser light used to excite GCaMP6f could

A

B1

2B

B3

1C

C2

3C

Figure 1. Characterization of SC-projecting RGC responses to light stimuli via GCaMP6f. A, Left, Sagittal section of a mouse brain
in which AAV_hSyn_GCaMP6f was injected in the SC. Fluorescence in areas rostral to the SC originates from the axons of GCaMP-
expressing SC neurons that project to pretectal nuclei; we see no fluorescent cell bodies in the pretectal areas. Right, Montage
image of a subset of the RGCs labeled following injection of an AAV coding for GCaMP6f into the SC. B1, �F/F as a function of time
in three ROIs. B2, Location of On (orange), Off (gray), and On-Off (black) SC-projecting RGCs from retina shown in A. B3, Fraction of
On, Off, On-Off, and NR SC-projecting RGCs in each of five Ca 2	-imaging experiments. C1, �F/F as a function of time for stimuli
moving in one of four directions; the top/bottom data are from an On/On-Off RGC, respectively. Polar plot representation of peak
�F/F as a function of the direction of object motion for each RGC is shown on the right. C2, Location, and preferred direction, of DS
RGCs in the piece of retina shown in A; the length of each vector corresponds to the NVSL. C3, NVSL for GCaMP6f-mediated
responses elicited by eight different directions of motion in each On, Off, and On-Off RGC. IC, inferior colliculus.
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alter the response of RGCs to visual stimuli. We, therefore, exam-
ined the relationship between electrophysiological and optical
measurements of neural activity in a number of RGCs. Figure 2A
shows the response of a single GCaMP6f-expressing On-Off DS
RGC to a small spot moving in one of eight different directions
through the cell’s receptive field center. The extremely strong
correlation between electrophysiological and optical signals re-
corded simultaneously from this cell (Fig. 2, compare A1, A2),
and the marginal difference between electrophysiological signals
recorded in the presence and absence of scanned laser light (Fig.
2, compare A2, A3), supports two conclusions: (1) optical signals
faithfully represent the electrical activity of RGCs and (2) the
electrical activity of DS RGCs is not fundamentally altered by
scanned laser light. Separate experiments indicated that the elec-
trophysiological responses of GCaMP-negative (Fig. 2B1) and
GCaMP-positive (Fig. 2B2) Off transient alpha-like RGCs (Pang et
al., 2003; Murphy and Rieke, 2006; Margolis and Detwiler, 2007) did
not differ substantially.

Biases in AAV-mediated expression of GCaMP6f to some but
not other RGCs represent another potential caveat to the results

of our optical recordings. We, therefore, assayed stimulus-
evoked activity from SC-projecting RGCs in a way that required
neither viral expression nor multiphoton excitation of GCaMP6f.
In particular, we performed cell-attached (loose seal) electro-
physiological recordings from RGCs labeled following stereo-
taxic injection of fluorescent dialkylcarbocyanine dyes (like DiI),
cholera toxin, or beads (Fig. 3A). Control experiments indicated
that beads and virus labeled highly overlapping populations of
RGCs. In particular, in an animal in which both GCaMP6f and
beads were injected into the SC, �80% of the �1200 retrogradely
labeled RGCs expressed GCaMP6f; a similar percentage of the
same �1200 RGCs was labeled with beads. Importantly, the per-
centage of the RGCs exhibiting GCaMP6f and beads (60%) was
nearly identical to that expected if RGCs incorporated beads and
virus with equal probability (64%).

Electrophysiological measurements, like responses assayed via
Ca 2	 imaging, indicated that more On than Off or On-Off RGCs
innervate the SC (Fig. 3B). Moreover, On and On-Off (but few, if
any, Off) SC-projecting RGCs exhibited robust DS responses to a
100 �m or 200 �m spot moving in one of eight directions at 300
�m/s (Fig. 3C). Indeed, �20% and �75% of SC-projecting On
and On-Off RGCs, respectively, exhibited NVSL values �0.2
(Fig. 3C2); collectively, nearly 40% of SC-projecting RGCs as-
sayed electrophysiologically exhibited direction selectivity. These
results (1) provide a simple, robust functional characterization of
the population of RGCs projecting to the SC; (2) identify input to
the SC from a class of RGC thought to target the accessory optic
system exclusively; and (3) demonstrate greater than expected
diversity in the areas to which On DS RGCs convey information.

Separate RGCs project to the SC and MTN
On DS RGCs provide the sole source of input to the MTN (Fig.
3D; Yonehara et al., 2009), one of three nuclei that comprise the
accessory optic system. Do the same or different On DS RGCs
provide input to the SC and MTN? One possibility is that On DS
RGCs projecting to the MTN send an axon collateral to the SC.
Experiments performed in rabbit, however, suggest that separate
RGCs project to the SC and MTN (Buhl and Peichl, 1986). To
distinguish between these possibilities we injected beads conju-
gated to rhodamine into the SC and beads conjugated to fluores-
cein into the MTN. We found that the density of RGCs
retrogradely labeled from the SC was nearly 10 times greater than
that of RGCs retrogradely labeled from the MTN. Moreover, as in
the rabbit (Buhl and Peichl, 1986), individual RGCs were never
retrogradely labeled from both the SC and MTN (Fig. 4A). These
data, and the observation that MTN-projecting RGCs labeled in
transgenic mice do not project to the SC (Yonehara et al., 2008;
Dhande et al., 2013), indicate that entirely separate populations
of RGCs project to the SC and MTN. This result, and identifica-
tion of SC-projecting On DS RGCs, suggests that individual On
DS RGCs project to the SC or MTN but not both.

Several reports have described two distinct types of On DS
RGCs in rabbit retina (Kanjhan and Sivyer, 2010; Hoshi et al.,
2011). In these and other cases (Kay et al., 2011; Rivlin-Etzion et
al., 2011; Dhande et al., 2013), it remains unclear whether diver-
sity in the morphological or physiological properties of a class of
RGCs relate directly to the downstream area to which individual
RGCs project. We found that the On DS RGCs retrogradely la-
beled from the SC exhibited qualitatively different somatoden-
dritic morphological characteristics from their counterparts
retrogradely labeled from the MTN. In particular, the dendrites
of SC-projecting On DS RGCs covered a smaller area and were
more concentrically organized about the soma than the dendrites

Figure 2. GCaMP6f-mediated optical signals faithfully represent light-evoked electrical activity.
A1, Change in fluorescence over background fluorescence (�F/F ) triggered in a representative On-Off
RGC by a small stimulus moving in several different directions. Responses on individual trials are
shown in thin gray lines; mean response is superimposed in the thick black line. Polar plot represen-
tation shows the relative response as a function of all eight directions of motion presented. A2, Elec-
trophysiological activity—APs per second—from same cell/epochs as in A1. A3, APs per second
elicited in the same cell (and by the same stimuli) as in A1 and A2 but in the absence of scanned laser
(910 nm) light. B, Responses elicited by a stationary (100 –200 �m diameter) stimulus in Off tran-
sient alpha RGCs that do (B2) and do not (B1) express GCaMP6f.
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of their MTN-projecting counterparts (Fig. 4B,C). Thus, distinct
populations of RGCs project to the SC and MTN, and SC-
projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs exhibit distinct
morphologies. Data presented in the next section show that SC-
projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs exhibit substantial
functional differences as well.

On DS RGCs exhibit projection-specific functional properties
The retina should not unnecessarily encode the same informa-
tion in two separate RGCs given the limited number of axons
available to convey information to the brain. We hypothesized,
therefore, that SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs
might exhibit distinct responses to the same cue and/or respond
to distinct features of light stimuli.

We found that the degree of direction selectivity, and the di-
rections to which RGCs responded preferentially, were similar in
SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs (data not
shown). On the other hand, the appearance of a (stationary)
100 –200 �m diameter spot of light elicited higher peak firing
rates and more transient responses in SC-projecting On DS RGCs
(Fig. 5A). Moreover, moving the same spot (in the cell’s preferred
direction) at a variety of different velocities revealed differences
in the speeds to which SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS
RGCs responded best—the velocity that triggered a neuron’s
peak response, and the range of velocities triggering non-
negligible activity, was higher in SC-projecting On DS RGCs (Fig.
5B). Overall, the dynamics and velocity tuning of SC-projecting
On DS cells occupied an intermediate zone between that of
MTN-projecting On DS RGCs and SC-projecting On-Off DS
RGCs.

Cellular and synaptic mechanisms contribute to projection-
specific functional properties of On DS RGCs
Projection-specific differences in the dynamics and/or selectivity
of neuronal responses to light (or any other sensory) stimuli must
reflect differences in the intrinsic biophysical properties of neu-
rons and/or the patterns of synaptic input they receive.

To assay the intrinsic biophysical characteristics of On DS
RGCs we performed whole-cell current-clamp recordings with a
K	-based internal solution. We found no consistent or signifi-
cant differences in the resting membrane potential or input resis-
tance of SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs; there
were, however, substantial differences in several other character-
istics of the cells’ excitability. For example, more current was
necessary to trigger action potentials (APs) in SC-projecting On
DS RGCs (Fig. 6A1,B). Moreover, the instantaneous firing rate
(1/interspike interval) in SC-projecting On DS RGCs started at
higher values and rapidly decreased to small values in response to
perithreshold current steps (Fig. 6A2, right); suprathreshold cur-
rent injection in MTN-projecting On DS RGCs, in comparison,
generally elicited and maintained a given instantaneous firing
rate (Fig. 6A2, left; B, inset). The distinct responses of these cells
to somatic current injection indicates that morphological, bio-
physical, and likely other cellular properties differ between SC-
projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs; the same data also
raise the possibility that projection-specific differences in light-
evoked activity (Fig. 5) might reflect, at least in part, differences in
the cells’ intrinsic properties.

Projection-specific differences in intrinsic excitability do not
preclude the possibility that differences in the cells’ outputs could
largely reflect differences in the synaptic input they receive. We
therefore assayed light-evoked excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
input via whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings using a Cs	-based
internal solution. These experiments revealed that differences in
the time course of SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS
RGC responses to a 200 �m diameter spot (Fig. 5A) are not likely
a function of inhibitory synaptic input. The kinetics of the peak-
normalized light-evoked IPSCs were similar in SC-projecting and
MTN-projecting On DS RGCs (Fig. 7A1, top traces), and
projection-specific differences in the absolute amplitude of the

A

B1 2B

C1 2C

D

Figure 3. Characterization of SC-projecting RGC responses to light stimuli via cell-attached
electrophysiological recordings. A, Left, Sagittal sections from the right hemisphere of a mouse
brain in which red retro Fluor beads were injected 	0.7 mm lateral from the midline and
directly ventral to lambda. Right, Image of RGCs labeled following stereotaxic injection of red
beads into the SC. White circle indicates location of optic nerve head; dashed white lines show
location of strain-reducing radial cuts. B1, Current as a function of time in three representative
SC-projecting RGCs. B2, Fraction of SC-projecting RGCs exhibiting On, Off, and On-Off responses.
C1, Firing rate (APs per second) as a function of time for small (100 –200 �m) diameter stim-
ulus moving in one of four directions; the top/bottom data are from a representative On/On-Off
RGC, respectively. Polar plot representation of peak firing rate as a function of the direction of
object motion for each cell is shown on the right. C2, NVSL for electrophysiological responses
elicited by eight different directions of motion in each On, Off, and On-Off RGC; data in this panel
were obtained from the retinae of 24 mice. D, Same as B2 and C2 for MTN-projecting RGCs; data
were obtained from the retinae of 17 mice. IC, inferior colliculus.
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IPSCs (Fig. 7A1, inset) were opposite of
what would be expected if inhibitory syn-
aptic input played a critical role. Instead,
the more sustained responses of MTN-
projecting On DS RGCs to a small, sta-
tionary spot of light likely reflects the
slower time course with which light-
evoked excitatory synaptic input to these
cells decays. Indeed, on average, EPSCs di-
minished to 30% of their peak value in
�0.3 s in SC-projecting On DS RGCs
while the light-evoked EPSC in MTN-
projecting On DS RGCs persisted at that
level for �0.9 s (Fig. 7A2).

How might differences in synaptic in-
put underlie robust projection-specific
differences in the response of On DS
RGCs to stimuli moving quickly in the
cell’s preferred direction (Fig. 5B)? We
reasoned that rapidly moving stimuli
could elicit (1) less inhibitory synaptic in-
put and/or (2) more excitatory input in
SC-projecting On DS RGCs. Character-
ization of the relationship between stimu-
lus velocity (of a spot moving in a cell’s preferred direction) and
IPSC amplitude was inconsistent with the first hypothesis. In
particular, the peak amplitude of light-evoked IPSCs increased
and then decreased as a function of the velocity with which a
small spot moved in both MTN-projecting and SC-projecting On
DS RGCs (Fig. 7B1,B2, top). The amplitude of light-evoked IP-
SCs in MTN-projecting cells exhibited a larger relative decrease at
high velocities, the opposite of what would be expected if this
postsynaptic conductance was responsible for these cells’ weaker
responses to quickly moving stimuli.

The relationship between the output of SC-projecting and
MTN-projecting On DS RGC and the light-evoked excitatory
input they received was, in comparison, substantially stronger: in
particular, excitatory input to SC-projecting On DS RGCs was
greater than that to their MTN-projecting counterparts at high
stimulus velocities (Fig. 7B1,B2, bottom). These results indicate
that the synaptic input to a given class of RGC can vary as a
function of the retinorecipient area to which the individual RGCs
comprising that class project. Moreover, they suggest that several
differences in the output of SC-projecting and MTN-projecting
On DS RGCs may be a function of differences in the excitatory
input these RGCs receive.

Discussion
How is the information encoded by neurons in a given area of the
CNS distributed to and decoded by downstream neurons? The
approach and results described here represent an important step
toward answering this fundamental question in the early visual
system. In particular, we identify retinorecipient areas to which
information about the direction of motion is conveyed and the
degree to which that information differs between target regions.

The mammalian retina conveys information about visual cues
to ��10 downstream areas. Anatomical evidence indicates that
even major retinorecipient areas in the mammal—the SC and
dorsolateral geniculate nucleus—receive input from only a sub-
set of the �20 classes of RGCs (Berson, 2008). Thus, while recent
optical and electrical techniques (Segev et al., 2004; Frechette et
al., 2005; Briggman and Euler, 2011) enable simultaneous mea-
surement of activity in hundreds of RGCs, decoding schemes

based on responses of all these neurons likely overestimate the
information to which a given downstream area has access. The
approach we and others (Sato and Svoboda, 2010; Yamashita et
al., 2013; Vélez-Fort et al., 2014) have used to characterize the
response properties of neurons retrogradely labeled from one or
more downstream areas, and optical approaches characterizing
responses in axons projecting to a given area of the nervous sys-

Figure 4. Nonoverlapping populations of RGCs project to the SC and MTN. A, Top, Retina from an animal in which beads
conjugated to rhodamine and fluorescein were injected into the SC and MTN, respectively. The number of cells labeled by red,
green, and red and green beads is shown below. B, XY and XZ projections of morphological reconstructions of representative
MTN-projecting and SC-projecting On DS RGCs and SC-projecting On-Off DS RGCs. Scale bar, 50 �m. C, Dendritic asymmetry, area,
length, and percentage volume in the Off sublamina of the inner plexiform layer for three classes of DS RGCs (n 
 7, 5, and 3 cells
reconstructed, respectively).

Figure 5. Projection-specific differences in the output of On DS RGCs. A1, Across-cell average
of AP responses elicited by a stationary spot presented for four different stimulus durations in
MTN-projecting and SC-projecting On DS RGCs and SC-projecting On-Off DS RGCs. A2, Ratio of
steady state to peak firing rate for each RGC contributing to averages in A1. B1, Normalized
firing rate as a function of stimulus speed (in the preferred direction). Inset shows the same data
with a linear, rather than log-based, x-axis. B2, Speed tuning—width at half-max—for each
RGC contributing to the average shown in B1. Data from each cell, and populations of like cells,
were fit with a gamma function (Nover et al., 2005).
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tem (Nikolaou et al., 2012; Glickfeld et al., 2013), enable one to
circumvent this confound.

Systematic characterization of RGCs retrogradely labeled
from the SC revealed several surprises. First, we identified input
to the SC from a type of RGC widely thought to target other
retinorecipient areas exclusively, i.e., On DS RGCs (see, however,
Semm, 1978; Vaney et al., 1981). Why might these (and poten-
tially other) cells’ projections to the SC have been overlooked?
The functional properties of RGCs projecting to a given down-
stream region have often been inferred from the somatodendritic
morphology of retrogradely labeled RGCs in the absence of direct
physiological characterization (Perry and Cowey, 1984; Perry et
al., 1984). Under these circumstances it would be easy to con-
clude that SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs rep-
resent different classes of RGCs (sensitive to largely distinct
features of visual stimuli) given the differences in their somato-
dendritic morphology (Fig. 4). The opposite form of misattribu-
tion could also contribute, e.g., cells exhibiting only subtle
morphological differences might, in fact, exhibit dramatic func-
tional differences and project to different downstream areas.

A second surprise was that On DS RGCs exhibited substan-
tially larger projection-specific differences than those described
for On-Off DS RGCs (Kay et al., 2011; Rivlin-Etzion et al., 2011;
Dhande et al., 2013); we suspect that these differences reflect, in
part, the means used to distinguish RGCs. In particular, whereas
retrograde labeling unambiguously identified entirely separate
populations of On DS RGCs targeting the SC and MTN, it re-
mains unclear whether On-Off RGCs labeled in separate lines of

transgenic mice are drawn, at least in part, from the same under-
lying population of RGCs. A third surprise was that few if any of
the SC-projecting Off RGCs exhibited robust direction selectivity
(Kim et al., 2008). Differences in the stimuli and metrics used to
characterize direction selectivity, or inefficient labeling of JamB-
CreR RGCs (relative to other RGCs) by AAVs, beads, and cholera
toxin, could explain this difference. Likewise, differences in the
labeling of RGCs via AAVs and retrogradely transported fluores-
cent compounds could contribute to differences in the fraction of
SC-projecting Off and On-Off RGCs assayed via optical and elec-
trophysiological recordings.

In vitro experiments have identified cellular and/or synaptic
differences between CNS neurons that project to different down-
stream targets (Gerfen et al., 1990; Markram et al., 1998; Reyes et
al., 1998; Hattox and Nelson, 2007; Brown and Hestrin, 2009;
Graves et al., 2012) without knowing whether those neurons
carry identical, overlapping, or distinct information in vivo. We
identified target-specific functional properties of projection neu-
rons and, critically, mechanisms that contribute to those func-
tional differences. The most parsimonious interpretation of these
results is that the mechanisms governing direction selectivity (for
review, see Vaney et al., 2012; see also Park et al., 2014) and
velocity tuning are distinct: SC-projecting On-Off and On DS
RGCs, and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs, exhibit similar degrees

Figure 6. Intrinsic biophysical characteristics of SC-projecting and MTN-projecting On DS
RGCs. A1, Responses of a representative MTN-projecting (left) and SC-projecting (right) On DS
RGC to hyperpolarizing and depolarizing current steps. A2, Instantaneous firing rate (1 inter-
spike interval) elicited by several current steps delivered to the two RGCs shown in A. B, Mean
firing rate as a function of current step amplitude for each MTN-projecting and SC-projecting On
DS RGC. Mean firing rate was calculated over the course of the 2 s current step. Inset, Coefficient
of variation for the distribution of interspike intervals in MTN-projecting (black diamonds) and
SC-projecting (gray diamonds) On DS RGCs; AP generation in SC-projecting RGCs exhibited
higher interspike interval values over a broad range of current step amplitudes.

Figure 7. Projection-specific differences in the synaptic input to On DS RGCs. A1, Mean
peak-normalized inhibitory (top) and excitatory (bottom) postsynaptic currents elicited in
MTN-projecting (green) and SC-projecting (orange) On DS RGCs by a spatially uniform stimulus
2 s in duration. EPSCs were measured at the reversal potential for Cl � (approximately �70
mV); IPSCs were measured at the reversal potential for mixed cation currents (through AMPA/
NMDA receptors, for example; between 0 and 10 mV). The inset below shows the absolute peak
amplitude of EPSCs and IPSCs in each cell contributing to the peak-normalized average above.
A2, Duration of postsynaptic currents in each cell contributing to the averages shown in A1.
Duration was calculated as the time the current was �10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50% of the
normalized peak amplitude. B1, Peak-normalized postsynaptic currents elicited by a stimulus
moving at a variety of different speeds (in the preferred direction) from a representative MTN-
projecting (green) and SC-projecting (orange) On DS RGC. Data are shown on a log timescale.
B2, Peak-normalized postsynaptic current amplitude as a function of motion velocity.
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of direction selectivity but distinct velocity tuning. Moreover, our
results suggest that differences in the velocity tuning of SC-
projecting and MTN-projecting On DS RGCs reflect some com-
bination of differences in the cells’ intrinsic properties and/or the
excitatory synaptic input they receive.

What is the purpose of having On DS RGCs project to the SC?
An intriguing possibility is that input from these RGCs enables
the SC to subserve a broader range of visually guided behaviors
than it could otherwise. The SC plays a critical role in the execu-
tion of fast, ballistic movements of the head and/or eyes (for
review, see Wurtz and Albano, 1980; Sparks and Mays, 1990)
while the MTN is one of several nuclei that helps move the eyes
slowly and smoothly given image motion on the retina (Simpson,
1984). Increasing evidence, however, suggests a broader role for
the SC, e.g., in smooth pursuit of slowly moving targets (for
review, see Krauzlis, 2004) and attending to (for review, see
Krauzlis et al., 2013) and/or evaluating the salience of visual cues
(Mysore et al., 2010). Having SC-projecting On DS RGCs tuned
to a broader range of stimulus velocities than their MTN-
projecting counterparts, and able to sustain action potential gen-
eration better than SC-projecting On-Off DS RGCs, increases the
information that the SC can use to evaluate, select, and/or track
moving visual stimuli. Whatever the reason, SC-projecting On
DS RGCs likely serve an important and beneficial role given the
resources required to distinguish these cells morphologically and
functionally from those targeting the accessory optic system.
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